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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the early 20th century, lead was a common ingredient in
many products, exposure to lead at low levels was not thought
harmful, and thousands of entities manufactured or distributed lead
paint in California. Decades later, scientists began urging that lead
exposure was unsafe at far lower levels, and lead was banned from
use in many products, including residential paints. The Legislature
then enacted laws that require homeowners to mitigate lead hazards
and that assess lead producers to fund mitigation programs. A sharp
decline in the blood lead levels (“BLLs”) of children has followed—a
major public health success story.
Several local governments nonetheless filed this action,
asserting public nuisance law warranted broader and different judicial
relief than the Legislature had prescribed. After the trial court
dismissed the action, this Court held the Third Amended Complaint
(“TAC”) stated a claim for public nuisance. Cnty. of Santa Clara v.
Atl.

Richfield

Co.,

137

Cal.App.4th

292

(2006)

(“Santa

Clara I”). This Court stated cases barring public nuisance claims
against product manufacturers did not apply because the TAC alleged
conduct “distinct from and far more egregious than” the mere sale of a
defective product or failure to warn of its dangers, namely the
“intentional promotion of the use of lead paint on the interiors of
buildings with knowledge of the public health hazard that this use
would create.” Id. at 309-10.
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On remand, the trial court applied the wrong legal standard. It
departed from this Court’s knowing promotion standard to impose
liability based on modern scientific hypotheses that emerged decades
after defendants’ conduct. In the court’s own words:
The related issue is whether the Defendants can be held
retroactively liable when the state of knowledge was
admittedly in its nascent stage. The Court takes judicial
notice of the fact that drugs, facilities, foods and products
of all kinds that were at one time viewed as harmless are
later shown to be anything but. Yes, the governmental
agencies charged with public safety may have been late
to their conclusions that lead was poisonous. But that is
not a valid reason to turn a blind eye to the existing
problem. All this says is medicine has advanced;
shouldn’t we take advantage of this more contemporary
knowledge to protect thousands of lives?
(138AA/41014) On the basis of this hindsight, the court imposed a
$1.15 billion judgment against three companies: (1) ConAgra Grocery
Products Company (“ConAgra”), an alleged successor to W.P. Fuller
& Co. (“Fuller”), (2) NL Industries, Inc. (“NL”) and (3) SherwinWilliams Company (“SW”).
The trial court’s hindsight approach violates Santa Clara I’s
knowing promotion standard because it is inconsistent with the
“distinct and far more egregious” scienter this Court required.
Because no substantial evidence met the correct promotion standard,
ConAgra is entitled to judgment.
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The trial court also violated controlling law by failing to require
a causal link between Fuller’s conduct and the resulting liability.
Plaintiffs claimed Fuller incurred public nuisance liability by
advertising its interior residential lead paint products. But only a
small number of advertisements were admitted in evidence, almost all
were before 1940, and there was no evidence quantifying Fuller’s
sales of lead paint in any Jurisdiction.

Yet, the judgment seeks

inspection, and if necessary remediation, of all 3.55 million homes
built before 1981 in the Jurisdictions. Given the limited number and
duration of the Fuller advertisements in evidence and that thousands
of other companies and the government itself promoted lead paint,
there is insufficient evidence to infer wrongful Fuller promotion had
any causal role in placing lead paint in any homes subject to the
judgment. The evidence certainly does not establish that wrongful
Fuller promotion has a substantial causal nexus to 3.55 million
houses, the vast majority of which were built long after Fuller’s
conduct. The insufficiency of the causation evidence also requires
judgment for ConAgra.
Additionally, the evidence was insufficient to prove the alleged
nuisance is abatable because (1) the nuisance is in private homes that
defendants do not control, and (2) the cost of the trial court’s plan is
unreasonable. The court ordered a $1.15 billion payment without
knowing what lead hazards existed where.
Plaintiffs also failed to prove ConAgra is Fuller’s successor.
Plaintiffs sued ConAgra in 2001, more than 50 years after Fuller
-3-

stopped selling lead paint, and 34 years after ConAgra’s predecessor,
sold Fuller’s paint business to another company.
This history also established ConAgra’s laches defense, which
the court wrongly rejected. By the time Plaintiffs sued ConAgra,
Fuller’s paint business had no connection to ConAgra, relevant
documents had been long since lost, and witnesses who could have
testified to what Fuller knew or didn’t know decades earlier were
unavailable. ConAgra was unable to defend itself.
On top of its improper liability findings, the trial court piled on
an erroneous remedy. Santa Clara I held the public nuisance statute
does not permit damages. The trial court violated that direction and
other laws by awarding $1.15 billion, ordering an agency to
administer the fund, appointing a receiver, and ordering abatement to
higher standards than set by existing regulations.
There is no support in law for this judgment. It should be
reversed with directions to enter judgment for ConAgra.

II.
A.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

1890s-1948: Lead Is Commonly Found In Products; Fuller
Stops Advertising Interior Residential Lead Paint In The
1930s, And Stops Selling Such Paint Before 1948
ConAgra incorporates, as relevant, NL’s fact summary

regarding lead’s prevalence, and the scientific understanding of its

-4-

risks decades ago.

(NLOB/11-17)

ConAgra amplifies on facts

pertinent to it and Fuller.
From the late 19th through the mid-20th century, Fuller
operated a South San Francisco factory that produced, among other
things, two residential paints containing lead pigment: Pure Prepared
and Pioneer White Lead. (191AA/56791-93, 56825-27)
In 1948, when chemist Neal Barnard started work at Fuller, it
no longer made Pioneer White Lead or any interior lead paint, and its
only residential lead paint was Pure Prepared exterior paint, which it
sold until 1958. (112AA/33088-90, 33102-03)1 Barnard’s deposition
in another case was the only evidence from a former Fuller employee.
He was aware in 1948 that lead was toxic at some level.
(112AA/33110-12) He was not competent to testify to what those
who preceded him at Fuller knew. There is no competent evidence
that when Fuller advertised interior residential lead paint, it knew it
was hazardous for children to ingest low levels of lead in dust—which
was the basis of Plaintiffs’ public nuisance claim. Plaintiffs’ historian

Exterior lead paint is not at issue, since the trial court limited its
decision to interior paint. (138AA/40928-29) Yet, the ASOD
(a) cites advertising without distinguishing between exterior and
interior paint; and (b) conflates the knowledge that lead was toxic in
substantial doses, with recent beliefs that much lower doses may be
harmful. (See 138AA/40931-33, 40945-46, 40949-56, 41013-15)
Thus, attention must be paid to the evidence, and not the ASOD’s
blurred description of it.

1
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conceded there was no evidence any defendant knew information
hidden from the public health community. (36RT/5386, 5421)2
B.

1960s: Fuller Merges Into Hunt, Which Soon Sells Fuller’s
Paint Business To O’Brien
In 1962, Fuller merged into Hunt Foods & Industries, Inc.

(“Hunt”). (123AA/36429-54) Two years later, Hunt transferred its
paint business to a wholly-owned subsidiary—W.P. Fuller Paint
Company (“WPFPC”).

(123AA/36460-64; 147AA/43739-49)

In

1967, the O’Brien Corporation (“O’Brien”) purchased the Fuller paint
business and operated it as Fuller-O’Brien.

(112AA/33092;

123AA/36459; 149AA/44222) After Hunt no longer owned the paint
business, it entered into mergers in 1968 and 1993 that yielded
ConAgra. (See pp. 49-51, infra)
C.

1970s-2000s: Scientists Theorize That Very Low Levels Of
Lead Can Be Hazardous To Children; Governments Act To
Reduce Lead Exposure
Long after Fuller stopped advertising and producing interior

residential lead paint, scientific opinions about lead exposure
dramatically changed.

(See NLOB/13-17)

Government actions

followed. (NLOB/16-19) Among other things, in 1986 and 1991, the
Legislature established the Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention
Program and funded it by authorizing limited fees on those who
Plaintiffs’ other expert opinions, and their speculative bases are
discussed in Section V.A.1.c., infra.

2
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“significantly contributed historically” or “contribute currently to
environmental lead contamination.”

Health & Safety Code

§ 105310(b). The State determined gasoline producers should cover
85% of the fees, and paint producers should cover 14%. Code Regs.
tit. 17, § 33001 et seq.; Equilon Enters. v. State Bd. of Equalization,
189 Cal.App.4th 865, 886 (2010) (upholding allocation).

The

Legislature also required property owners to prevent and remediate
“lead hazards,” but allowed intact lead paint to remain. Health &
Safety Code § 17980.
This legislation worked. Mean childhood BLLs plummeted
from about 15 μg/dL between 1976 and 1980 to approximately 1
μg/dL in 2010. (42RT/6091-98; 172AA/51005) California’s BLLs
are lower than the national average and falling.
126AA/37292-98; 168AA/49956-58)

(33RT/4926-27;

Government officials have

heralded this dramatic reduction in BLLs as one of the great publichealth achievements of the 20th century. (33RT/4926-27)

III.
A.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

Based On The Recent Evolution In Scientific Opinion,
Plaintiffs Sue O’Brien And Others In 2000 To Challenge
Fuller’s And Others’ Conduct In The Early 20th Century;
After Plaintiffs Switch Successor Theories To Pursue
ConAgra, Judgment Is Entered For Defendants
NL details the procedural history.

(NLOB/5-11)

More

particular to ConAgra, when suit was filed in 2000, O’Brien was
alleged to be a successor to a lead paint company; ConAgra was not
named.

(2AA/1, 5, 142-43)

After a demurrer and amendment,
-7-

Plaintiffs filed a second amended complaint (“SAC”) that clarified
O’Brien was Fuller’s alleged successor [2AA/142-43], but also added
ConAgra as a defendant and alleged it too was the successor to Fuller
[2AA/142]. Following another demurrer, Plaintiffs filed their TAC.
(2AA/265-68) The trial court sustained a demurrer as to the nuisance
claims without leave to amend, later granted summary judgment on
the remaining claims and entered judgment for defendants.
(3AA/390-94) Plaintiffs appealed.
B.

Santa Clara I Allows A Representative Public Nuisance
Claim Based On Allegations Defendants Intentionally
Promoted Lead Paint For Interior Residential Use,
Knowing A Public Health Hazard Would Result
In the TAC, Plaintiffs alleged defendants knew for a century

that lead paint was dangerous, yet concealed that knowledge from the
public while campaigning to prevent regulation of lead and promote
its use inside homes. Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 306. Taking
these allegations as true, this Court held a public nuisance claim was
not per se barred against defendants. Id. at 310. It distinguished cases
precluding such nuisance claims on the ground that Plaintiffs alleged
defendants engaged in “intentional promotion of the use of lead paint
on the interiors of buildings with knowledge of the public health
hazard that this use would create.” Id. The Court viewed this as
“distinct from and far more egregious” than allegations defendants
had “simply produc[ed] a defective product or fail[ed] to warn of a
defective product….” Id. at 309.

-8-

C.

The Trial
After again amending their complaint, Plaintiffs went to trial on

a single cause of action for representative public nuisance. (4AA/61447)
Because Hunt had sold Fuller’s paint business to O’Brien over
45 years ago, no competent witnesses were available to testify to
Fuller’s advertisements or knowledge. Plaintiffs relied instead on
retained experts who speculated about what Fuller knew or did based
on hearsay documents which the trial court, over objections, admitted
only “for the limited purpose to assist [the court] in evaluating the
expert’s opinions.” (25RT/3723-27)3
Over ConAgra’s objections, the trial court took judicial notice
of merger documents by which ConAgra purportedly succeeded to
Fuller’s

liabilities.

(86AA/25302-05;

87AA/25697-736;

88AA/25901) This evidence, and its insufficiency, are discussed at
pages 49-52.
D.

The Statement Of Decision Orders Three Defendants To
Pay $1.15 Billion To A Non-Party
In December 2013, the trial court issued a proposed statement

of decision (“PSOD”), which found: (1) Fuller promoted lead paint in
3The

trial court ruled an objection by any defendant sufficed as an
objection by all. (24RT/3714) The experts’ testimony and the
hearsay on which it was based are discussed in the Argument.
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California for interior home use with the knowledge required for
liability based on a 1909 case involving occupational exposure to
lead, its membership in trade associations, and medical journal articles
[133AA/39358-59, 39439-42]; (2) ConAgra was liable as Fuller’s
successor [133AA/39348-51]; and (3) ConAgra, NL and SW were
jointly and severally liable for $1,100,000,000 to be used to inspect all
homes in the Jurisdictions built before 1981 and to abate lead found in
them [13AA/39445-46, 39453].
On January 7, 2014, the court overruled defendants’ objections
to the PSOD [133AA/39464-134AA/39634] and entered its statement
of decision (“SOD”), which mirrored the PSOD, but increased the
award to $1,150,000,000.

(134AA/39637-751)

The SOD orders

defendants to pay $1.15 billion into a fund that the State must
administer consistent with a specified “Plan.”

(134AA/39741-48)

The Plan requires the Jurisdictions to conduct outreach to persuade
homeowners to voluntarily enroll in the Plan. (134AA/39742-43) If
owners of pre-1981 housing fail to enroll, the Plan blacklists them by
entering their homes into a public database of suspected lead paint
properties. (Id.) If owners participate, their homes will be inspected
to identify lead paint.

(Id.)

Defendants were ordered to pay

$400,000,000 to fund these inspections. (134AA/39747-48)
After inspections, “actionable lead hazard control work
specifications” must be developed.

(134AA/39747)

If an owner

refuses to comply with these specifications, this too must be entered
into the public database. (134AA/39743) The Plan administrator
- 10 -

must:

(1) replace lead painted windows, doors and floors; (2)

remediate lead hazards “in excess of actionable levels” on all other
surfaces through paint stabilization; (3) remove dust and dispose of
waste; (4) repair building deficiencies that might cause corrective
measures to fail—e.g., water leaks; and (5) educate families on lead
safety and paint-stabilization. (134AA/39742) Defendants must pay
$750,000,000 for remediation. (134AA/39748-49)
The $1.15 billion must be deposited into an account in the name
of the People that the non-party Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention
Branch (“CLPPB”) must administer by providing grants to
Jurisdictions that apply for them, with no specified standards or
oversight. (134AA/39742, 39748) The Jurisdictions must administer
the Plan, again without oversight, “consistent with all applicable State,
Federal and local government regulations,” which differ from the Plan
[see pp. 55-56, infra]. (134AA/39742)
E.

Judgment, Post-Trial Motions And Amended Judgment
Plaintiffs submitted their proposed judgment [134AA/39752-

64], defendants objected [134AA/39765-825] and on January 27,
2014, the court entered judgment [134AA/39828-40]. In sum, the
timeline on the next page captures the key events discussed in this and
NL’s brief:
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Date

Event

Citation

1903

First Fuller ad in evidence

150AA/44403

1935

Last Fuller ad in evidence for Pioneer
White Lead or using word “lead” (a 1952
Export Department ad mentions lead and
a 1965 Pioneer White Lead ad is misdated
as PWL was no longer made)

149AA/44400

1948

Barnard begins at Fuller, which earlier
stopped selling interior home lead paint

112AA/33089-90

1962

Fuller merges into Hunt

123AA/36429-54

1964

Hunt transfers Fuller paint business to
WPFPC

123AA/36460-64; 147AA/4374149

1967

O’Brien purchases Fuller paint business

112AA/33092; 123AA/36459;
149AA/44222

1968

Hunt, no longer operating paint business,
merges with two other companies to form
Norton Simon, Inc.

86AA/25323-67

WPFPC (now WPF, Inc.) dissolved

147AA/43755-61

1970s

BLL of concern is 60-80 μg/dL

43RT/6257-59, 6281

1976-1980

Mean childhood BLL is approx. 15 μg/dL

42RT/6097; 172AA/51005

1970s-90s

U.S. gov’t bans lead from many products

See 27RT/4064; 42RT/6149,
6164-65

1986-1990s

California Legislature adopts lead
remediation programs

Stats. 1986, ch. 481, § 2; Stats.
1991, ch. 799, § 3, codified at
Health & Safety Code § 105275, et
seq.

1970s-2010

Mean childhood BLLs steadily drop to
approximately 1 µg/dL

42RT/6095-97; 172AA/51005

1991

CDC states 10 µg/dL is “level of concern”

43RT/6279-81; 140AA/41523

1993, 1999

Norton Simon merges with others,
86AA/25369-71, 25373-77
combined companies later change name to
ConAgra

2000-2002

Plaintiffs first sue O’Brien, then add
ConAgra

2AA/4-6, 142

2013

Trial court finds low lead levels in house
dust warrants a $1.15 billion liability on
three defendants for all pre-1981 homes

138AA/41027
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ConAgra moved for a new trial and to vacate the judgment. SW
and NL similarly moved. (135AA/39937-40104, 40112-30) Plaintiffs
moved to modify the SOD and judgment to “clarify” that the court
had intended to appoint the State (acting through the CLPPB) as a
receiver of the fund. (135AA/40105-11)
On March 24, the trial court denied all defense motions.
(137AA/40515-16) On March 26, 2014, the court adopted Plaintiffs’
proposed amended statement of decision and judgment appointing the
State as receiver for the Plan and adopting Plaintiffs’ amendments to
the court’s findings on ConAgra’s purported successor liability.
(138AA/40921-24, 41020)

IV.

STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY

The trial court entered judgment on January 27, 2014.
(134AA/39828-40) On February 10, ConAgra timely filed its notice
of intention to move for a new trial and its motion to vacate.
(134AA/39905-08) On March 24, the court entered orders denying
defense post-trial motions.

(137AA/40515-16)

On March 26, it

entered its amended SOD (“ASOD”) and amended judgment.
(138AA/40916-41053) On March 28, 2014, ConAgra, NL and SW
filed timely notices of appeal from the judgment, motion denials and
amended judgment. (139AA/41204-13)
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V.

ARGUMENT

Products liability law specifies to whom a manufacturer owes
legal duties, defines the scope of liability, and sets time limits for
lawsuits. Public nuisance law, by contrast, allows only injunctive
relief—to secure public rights. To avoid misuse of public nuisance
law to evade product liability limits, cases prior to Santa Clara I
disallowed claims against product manufacturers.

Cases in other

jurisdictions reject public nuisance claims against lead paint
manufacturers. See, e.g., State v. Lead Indus. Ass’n, Inc., 951 A.2d
428, 448 (R.I. 2008) (collecting cases).
In Santa Clara I, Plaintiffs urged they were alleging more than
a products liability claim, namely that defendants “conceal[ed] the
dangers of lead, mount[ed] a campaign against regulation of lead, and
promot[ed] lead paint for interior use….” 137 Cal.App.4th at 306.
Defendants’ fraudulent concealment and affirmative promotion, so the
story went, resulted in proliferation of lead paint inside homes that
would not have occurred but for the concealment and promotion. Id.
Taking these allegations as true, this Court allowed the case to
proceed past demurrer. But to ensure public nuisance law would not
“become a monster that would devour in one gulp the entire law of
tort[,]” this Court identified required elements of a representative
public nuisance claim: (1) with knowledge this use would create a
public health hazard; (2) affirmative promotion of lead paint for use
inside homes; (3) causation; and (4) abatability. Id. at 306-11
- 14 -

(quotation omitted).

This Court also specified the limited relief

available—the public nuisance statute allows only an abatement
injunction and does not allow damages. Id. at 310-11.
On remand, the trial court employed incorrect legal standards,
including (1) applying knowledge first developed during the 1970s
and later to conduct that occurred decades earlier, (2) substituting
constructive knowledge for Santa Clara I’s knowing promotion
standard, (3) failing to require proof of causation, and (4) failing to
require proof that the nuisance is abatable at a reasonable cost. The
court then rendered a $1.15 billion award that also violates this
Court’s direction disallowing damages, and other laws.
The trial court applied incorrect legal standards on four distinct
elements of a public nuisance claim, and the evidence is insufficient
under the correct standards. The lack of substantial evidence on any
one of these points requires judgment for ConAgra, as does the failure
to prove successor liability and negate the defense of laches. We also
detail reversible errors in the remedy and at trial that would
alternatively warrant a new trial.
A.

ConAgra Is Entitled To Judgment Because Plaintiffs Failed
To Establish The Elements This Court Held Were Required
For A Public Nuisance Cause Of Action
This Court reviews the evidence in the light most favorable to

the judgment to determine whether there is substantial evidence to
support each of the “essentials which the law requires” for the claim.
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Barratt Am., Inc. v. Transcon. Ins. Co., 102 Cal.App.4th 848, 861
(2002) (quotation omitted). Because defendants brought unresolved
controverted issues and ambiguities in the PSOD to the trial court’s
attention, “it shall not be inferred on appeal … that the trial court
decided in favor of [plaintiffs] as to those facts or [issues].” Civ.
Proc. Code § 634.
1.

There Is No Substantial Evidence Fuller Promoted
Interior Residential Use Of Lead Paint With
Knowledge A Public Health Hazard Would Result
a.

No Evidence Of The Required Knowledge

Strict product liability may be based only on knowledge that
prevailed in the scientific community at the time of sale. Anderson v.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., 53 Cal.3d 987, 1003-04 (1991);
CACI 1205(2). This Court allowed public nuisance liability only for
conduct that is “distinct from and far more egregious than” ordinary
product liability.

Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 309.

It

distinguished cases that bar public nuisance claims as duplicative of
product liability on the ground that here defendants allegedly engaged
in “intentional promotion of the use of lead paint on the interiors of
buildings with knowledge of the public health hazard that this use
would create.” Id. at 310.
Thus, the knowledge required for public nuisance liability is
heightened, and requires actual knowledge that a particular use of a
product will cause a widespread hazard at the time that use is
promoted.

See id.; City of Modesto Redevelopment Agency v.
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Superior Court, 119 Cal.App.4th 28, 41 (2004) (public nuisance
liability for manufacturer may be predicated only on affirmative acts
with “knowledge of the hazards involved”); Redevelopment Agency of
Stockton v. BNSF Ry. Co., 643 F.3d 668, 674 (9th Cir. 2011)
(construing Santa Clara I to limit nuisance liability to “active,
affirmative, or knowing” conduct); In re Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether
(MTBE) Prods., 457 F.Supp.2d 455, 464 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (construing
Santa Clara I to require allegations defendants “marketed and
promoted MTBE knowing that underground storage tanks ... could not
safely contain MTBE”) (quotation omitted).
Here, there is no substantial evidence of the required actual
knowledge. Barnard knew only what Fuller knew after 1948—when
he worked there—and he did not testify as to what Fuller knew when
it advertised interior residential lead paint. (112AA/33106, 33112-15)
Plaintiffs’ knowledge case consisted of incompetent opinion
testimony and hearsay, which should not have been admitted and
which does not suffice. (See pp. 21-29, infra)
Moreover, Fuller’s lack of required knowledge is indisputable
in light of the evidence of the change over time in medical theories
concerning lead. (43RT/6253-54, 6324-25) At the time of the Fuller
advertisements in evidence—the vast majority of which were before
1930—the known risk of interior residential lead paint was primarily
isolated cases of pica behavior (children consuming large lead doses
by chewing on painted objects and surfaces). (43RT/6267, 6292-93;
see also 32RT/4879; 139AA/41269-71) Even a manufacturer that
- 17 -

knew of such isolated cases—and Plaintiffs did not show Fuller had
this knowledge—would still lack “knowledge of the public health
hazard that [interior use of lead paint] would create.” Santa Clara I,
137 Cal.App.4th at 310 (emphasis added).
advertised

interior

residential

lead

At the time Fuller

paint,

the

government

recommended such use, and did not view the isolated pica instances as
undermining the usefulness of interior residential lead paint.
(32RT/4879; 139AA/41298) Plaintiffs’ historian admitted there was
no evidence any defendant’s knowledge was different from the
public’s. (36RT/5386)
The earliest rudimentary test to measure BLLs did not even
appear until the 1930s. (43RT/6305) No government entity in the
United States banned the use of lead paint in homes until after Fuller
stopped advertising interior residential lead paint. (43RT/6301-05,
6318-39) It was not until 1974 that researchers first hypothesized that
dust from lead paint on children’s hands was an important pathway of
exposure. (43RT/6267-72) It was not until 1991 that the CDC noted
new data regarding BLLs “previously believed to be safe”
[43RT/6279-81; 140AA/41523 (emphasis added)] and reset the “level
of concern” to 10 µg/dL [173AA/51439].

Plaintiffs themselves

alleged they were unable to discover prior to 1998 the dangers of
“low-level lead exposure.” Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 302,
331.
The trial court thus admitted it was imposing liability based on
medical advancements that were not known when Fuller advertised its
- 18 -

interior residential lead paints.

(138AA/41014)

But this Court

required heightened scienter for public nuisance liability. There is no
substantial evidence Fuller had the required actual knowledge.
b.

The Trial Court Erred In Substituting
Hindsight And Constructive Knowledge For
This Court’s Heightened Actual Knowledge
Standard

Under the product liability standard, a plaintiff must prove “a
particular risk … was known or knowable in light of the generally
recognized and prevailing best scientific and medical knowledge
available at the time….” Carlin v. Superior Court, 13 Cal.4th 1104,
1112 (1996) (quotation omitted). This Court required a scienter that
was heightened above product liability. The trial court instead relied
erroneously on scientific opinion that emerged decades after Fuller
acted, which is not even allowed under product liability law. See id.;
Weirum v. RKO Gen., Inc., 15 Cal.3d 40, 47 (1975) (hindsight cannot
be used to create negligence duty).
The trial court also erred when it held “once constructive
knowledge is accepted as the standard there is ample authority to hold
the Defendants liable.” (138AA/41014) Constructive knowledge is a
product liability test [see Carlin, 13 Cal.4th at 1110] and thus cannot
qualify as the “distinct from and far more egregious” scienter this
Court required [Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 309-10].
The only case the trial court cited to support a constructive
knowledge standard does not so hold. In Selma Pressure, the State
- 19 -

sued the owner of a wood treatment facility seeking abatement of
contamination of State groundwater and damages. Selma Pressure
Treating Co. v. Osmose Wood Preserving Co. of Am., 221 Cal.App.3d
1601, 1606 (1990) (disapproved on another ground in Johnson v. Am.
Standard, Inc., 43 Cal.4th 56, 70 (2008)).

The owner cross-

complained for equitable indemnity against equipment and chemical
suppliers, and the trial court sustained a demurrer to the crosscomplaint. Id. The Court of Appeal noted damages were available
because the State alleged damage to its groundwater, and identified
the sole issue as “the sufficiency of the allegations surrounding the
respondents’ assistance in, or contribution to, the creation of that
nuisance.” Id. at 1619. Thus, the only issue Selma decided was
whether the pleadings adequately alleged the suppliers’ causal role. It
did not decide what knowledge is required for a product manufacturer
to be liable in a representative public nuisance case. See Ginns v.
Savage, 61 Cal.2d 520, 524 n.2 (1964) (“an opinion is not authority
for a proposition not therein considered”).
If constructive knowledge were the test for public nuisance
liability, there would be no difference in the knowledge required for
product and public nuisance liability. Public nuisance law indeed
“would become a monster that would devour in one gulp the entire
law of tort….” Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 307 (quotation
omitted) (quoting City of San Diego v. U.S. Gypsum, 30 Cal.App.4th
575, 586 (1994)). This Court imposed a heightened actual knowledge
requirement to avoid that very result.
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The trial court reversibly erred in applying hindsight and
constructive knowledge standards.
c.

Plaintiffs’ Evidence Did Not Suffice

Plaintiffs relied on “evidence” that is not substantial evidence
of the knowledge required under Santa Clara I.
Hearsay-Based Historian Testimony. Plaintiffs’ experts were
incompetent to testify to what Fuller knew, and it was error to allow
them to opine on that subject. See Kotla v. Regents of Univ. of
California, 115 Cal.App.4th 283, 294-95 (2004) (reversible error to
allow human resources expert to testify to defendant’s motive);
People v. Killebrew, 103 Cal.App.4th 644, 657-58 (2002) (error to let
expert testify “a specific individual had specific knowledge or
possessed a specific intent”) (disapproved on another ground by
People v. Vang, 52 Cal.4th 1038, 1047 (2011)); accord Summers v.
A. L. Gilbert Co., 69 Cal.App.4th 1155, 1184-85 (1999).
The unavailability of competent evidence is a reason to hold
that laches bars the action. (See pp. 40-41, 45-48 infra) But the lapse
of time is not a basis to validate trial by speculation and hearsay. Yet,
the trial court erroneously allowed “experts” to “opine” regarding
what Fuller supposedly knew or did decades ago based on hearsay
documents that were described at trial but which were, in many
instances, never admitted into evidence. (See 35RT/5236-37, 527987, 5298-308, 5329-32)
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Moreover, the hearsay on which the experts relied was admitted
only for the limited purpose of permitting the trial court to assess their
opinions; it was not admitted for the truth of the matter asserted.
(25RT/3723-27) Such hearsay, therefore, is not substantial evidence
that Fuller had the required knowledge. See Gregory v. State Bd. of
Control, 73 Cal.App.4th 584, 597 (1999) (“Even if admissible,
hearsay evidence alone is insufficient to satisfy the requirement of due
process of law, and mere uncorroborated hearsay does not constitute
substantial evidence.”) (quotation omitted); PG&E Co. v. Zuckerman,
189 Cal.App.3d 1113, 1135-36 (1987) (“Where an expert bases his
conclusion upon assumptions which are not supported by the
record … then his conclusion has no evidentiary value.”); Garibay v.
Hemmat, 161 Cal.App.4th 735, 742-43 (2008) (expert declaration
based upon hearsay documents lacked evidentiary value).
Importantly, no expert even purported to opine Fuller knew it
was dangerous to be exposed to lead in the low levels in house dust.
(See 36RT/5237-38)

Nor did the trial court find Fuller had that

knowledge—it instead rested liability on “more contemporary
knowledge.” (138AA/41014)

Occupational Exposure.

Plaintiffs and the trial court also

relied erroneously on (1) Pigeon v. W. P. Fuller & Co., 156 Cal. 691
(1909), which affirmed a verdict for an employee who became ill
from melting down pig lead in Fuller’s factory [35RT/5329-31;
179AA/53386-91]; and (2) a 1919 newspaper article that discussed
precautions Fuller took at its lead factory [35RT/5330-32;
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179AA/53383-84].

The ASOD describes as “obvious” the link

between the harm from such heavy industrial exposure to large
quantities of lead and the harm from interior residential lead paint.
(138AA/40962)
But although “obvious” to the trial court in 2014, not a single
public entity in this country drew that link until after Fuller stopped
selling or producing interior lead paint. Nor was the link obvious to
the Jurisdictions, who alleged in the TAC that they could not have
known prior to 1998 that low-level lead exposure was likely to harm
health. Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 302, 331.
Work in a lead factory exposed workers to enormous amounts
of lead sufficient to cause “loss of teeth, paralysis and derangement of
the digestive organs.” (179AA/53390) There is no evidence Fuller—
or anyone else at that time—connected this industrial hazard to the
low lead levels at issue now. Cf. Campbell v. Ford Motor Co., 206
Cal.App.4th 15, 31 (2012) (“Even if it was foreseeable to [the
manufacturer] that workers on its premises could be exposed to
asbestos dust as a result of the work performed on its premises, the
‘closeness

of

the

connection’

between

[the

manufacturer’s]

conduct … and the injury suffered by a worker’s family member off
of the premises is far more attenuated.”) (emphasis and citation
omitted).
The trial court also misconstrued Restatement Section 435 to
find knowledge.

(138AA/40932-33)
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Section 435 states “[i]f the

actor’s conduct is a substantial factor in bringing about harm to
another, the fact that the actor neither foresaw nor should have
foreseen the extent of the harm or the manner in which it occurred
does not prevent [it] from being liable.” Restatement (Second) of
Torts § 435.

The court noted “lead was known to be toxic”

[138AA/41013], and found it irrelevant that defendants did not
“understand the full panoply of harms” caused by residential lead
paint [138AA/40932-33]. This theory is legally incorrect.
First, by its terms, Section 435 is a causation principle. The
trial court misapplied it to dilute the distinct question of whether
Fuller had the required knowledge.
This Court established the required knowledge when it
described the nuisance alleged here as being “distinct from and far
more egregious” than a defective product or mere failure to warn and
as “intentional promotion of the use of lead paint on the interiors of
buildings with knowledge of the public health hazard that this use
would create.” Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 309-10 (emphasis
added). Thus, this Court contemplated public nuisance liability would
rest upon heightened scienter, i.e., knowledge that a widespread harm
would result from a particular product use. Knowledge that injury
may result from large doses of lead is a far cry from knowing the
residential interior use of lead paint could cause widespread harm. To
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stretch Section 435 to this scenario distorts the knowledge standard
prescribed in Santa Clara I and Modesto.4
Second, principles of attenuation and foreseeability place outer
limits on tort liability. See Campbell, 206 Cal.App.4th at 31. Because
no one concluded lead paint was dangerous despite being aware of the
harm to children who ate large quantities of lead or to those working
in heavy industry, stretching Section 435 to find the required
knowledge here would mean ConAgra is liable because Fuller was not
the first to hypothesize lead was dangerous at very low levels. But
even under the lower knowledge standard for strict product liability, a
defendant is not liable unless “a particular risk” was knowable under
prevailing scientific knowledge “available at the time.” Carlin, 13
Cal.4th at 1112 (emphasis added) (quotation omitted). Because Santa
Clara I imposes a heightened actual knowledge requirement, the leap
between the knowledge when Fuller acted and current knowledge is
too great to satisfy the correct knowledge test.
Trade Association Membership. The trial court held that the
Lead Industries Association (“LIA”) and National Paint Varnish and
Lacquer Association (“NPVLA”) were not agents of any defendant.
Although the trial court stated in the ASOD there was evidence of
actual knowledge [138AA/40931, 41013], the court did not find the
purported evidence of Fuller’s actual knowledge sufficed and instead
relied on the constructive knowledge standard to find ConAgra liable
[138AA/41013-14].

4
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(138AA/41029; 29RT/4311-12 [Rosner admits no member had right
to control LIA]; Alvarez v. Felker Mfg. Co., 230 Cal.App.2d 987, 999
(1964) [agency relationship requires control].)
Thus, although Plaintiffs’ historians testified as to LIA’s and
NPVLA’s activities [see pp. 26-27 n.5, infra], their activities could
not establish any defendant had the required knowledge. See Meyer v.
Glenmoor Homes, Inc., 246 Cal.App.2d 242, 264 (1966) (corporation
“can acquire knowledge only through its officers and agents”)
(quotation omitted). Moreover, there was no substantial evidence
Fuller received or reviewed the documents of the LIA, and the
association meeting minutes indicate Fuller was not in attendance.
(29RT/4391; 35RT/5298-300; 178AA/53069-70, 53082, 53096;
179AA/53113-14, 53133-34) The NPVLA generically promoted the
use of paint to protect surfaces but did not promote lead. (28RT/4158,
4162-64; 29RT/4407)5

Since the trial court found the trade associations were not agents of
Fuller, and Plaintiffs did not prove Fuller attended LIA meetings or
received LIA documents, the historians’ testimony regarding the
associations’ activities cannot support liability and thus is summarized
only briefly. Even though the court admitted the NPVLA and LIA
documents for a limited purpose, the historians read the hearsay in
minutes, letters, and other documents into the record. (28RT/4149,
4152-54, 4165-87, 4195-221, 4227-230; 35RT/5301-03, 5333-37,
5343-44) One historian testified that one LIA campaign ran from
1934-1939 [28RT/4158-59, 4168-69], and was primarily intended to
promote lead paint use on lumber [28RT/4172-74]. He testified the
second LIA campaign began in 1939, ran for three years, was
suspended due to World War II, briefly resumed in the 1950s and did
not promote any specific paint brand, or distinguish between exterior
5

Continued on next page.
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Medical and Scientific Literature. Dr. Michael Kosnett, a
toxicologist, testified that based upon his medical literature review,
there were accounts of childhood exposure to residential lead paint
prior to the 1950s. (32RT/4766-67, 4773-75) Plaintiffs submitted
“illustrative” articles, which the court admitted for the limited purpose
of evaluating his opinion. (32RT/4777-824 [admitting Exs. P21, P22P24, P28-P31, P34, P42-P43, P55, P69, and P226]) In the ASOD, the
court overlooked its “limited purpose” limitation and identified these
same papers as proof defendants had constructive knowledge that
residential use of lead paint was harmful to children. (138AA/4093132)6
But there was no evidence Fuller knew of this literature. It was
not common knowledge, but was available only in medical libraries
and locatable only through use of an “index medicus.” (32RT/4794)
NL further explains why this literature fails to establish the knowledge
required under Santa Clara I. (NLOB/29-39)
Continued from previous page.
and interior use. (See 28RT/4158, 4188-89, 4212, 4222) He also
opined Fuller contributed money to the LIA’s campaigns, but was
unable to cite any support for his opinion and his statement
contradicted his deposition testimony that Fuller did not contribute to
these campaigns. (29RT/4393-95)
Plaintiffs argued these articles should also be admitted to show
defendants had notice of lead paint hazards. (32RT/4778-79) The
trial court disagreed, sustaining objections to the admission of articles
for that purpose without a foundation showing defendants had
knowledge of the particular articles. (Id.)
6
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In sum, the evidence is insufficient to meet the legally correct
knowledge standard, so the trial court was required to grant
ConAgra’s motion to vacate. The Court should direct entry of
judgment for ConAgra. See McCoy v. Hearst Corp., 227 Cal.App.3d
1657, 1661 (1991) (“When the plaintiff has had full and fair
opportunity to present the case, and the evidence is insufficient as a
matter of law to support plaintiff’s cause of action, a judgment for
defendant is required and no new trial is ordinarily allowed, save for
newly discovered evidence.”).
At a minimum, the trial court’s use of incorrect hindsight and
constructive knowledge standards was prejudicial and requires a new
trial. See Paterno v. State of California, 74 Cal.App.4th 68, 90-91
(1999) (judgment reversed because SOD applied incorrect liability
standard); see Cent. Valley Gen. Hosp. v. Smith, 162 Cal.App.4th 501,
519 (2008) (same); Searle v. Allstate Life Ins. Co., 38 Cal.3d 425, 439
(1985) (reversible error to shift burden of proof).
2.

Fuller Did Not Promote Interior Residential Lead
Paint In A Way That Was Distinct From Or More
Egregious Than An Ordinary Product Sale

This Court specified liability cannot rest upon a mere product
defect or failure to warn, and required affirmative promotion of lead
paint for interior use.

Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 309.

Plaintiffs failed to meet their burden of proof given the absence of
competent evidence of what Fuller knew or did and the trial court’s
finding that the trade associations were not Fuller’s agents.
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For example, one historian testified that based upon his review
of “historical documents,” Fuller advertised and sold lead paint for
interior residential use.
Another

historian

(27RT/4112; 28RT/4154-55, 4236-37)

speculated

similarly

based

on

the

same

advertisements. (35RT/5279-80; 36RT/5407-10)
But the advertisements in evidence do not support their
opinions. They show that although Fuller placed some advertisements
for interior residential lead paint prior to 1929, from 1929 forward
Fuller merely advertised the paint brand in question. There were no
directions “instructing the purchaser to use a product in a hazardous
manner.”

(Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 309; see, e.g.,

149AA/44139, 44396) Although a 1931 Fuller brochure had stated
Pure Prepared paint was usable for both interior and exterior purposes
[35RT/5284-85; 36RT/5422; 179AA/53379], Barnard testified this
line was sold only as an exterior paint the entire time he worked at
Fuller—i.e., at least 1948 forward [112AA/33102-03].
No substantial evidence showed Fuller “promotion” that was
“distinct from and far more egregious than simply producing a
defective product or failing to warn of a defective product….” Santa
Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 309. What the historians described was
advertising of a then-lawful product. (27RT/4112; 28RT/4168-69)
One historian admitted the Fuller pure prepared paint ads typically did
not “talk[] about lead.” (36RT/5410)
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The First Amendment precludes imposition of liability based on
such commercial speech and without proof of the particularized
promotion required in Santa Clara I. (NLOB/40-42; SWOB/42-44)
This is further reason to hold the promotion evidence insufficient
here. See Kleffman v. Vonage Holdings Corp., 49 Cal.4th 334, 346
(2010) (“[C]ourts should, if reasonably possible, construe a statute in
a manner that avoids any doubt about its constitutional validity.”)
(quotation and alterations omitted).
This case was revived based on allegations defendants
“conceal[ed] the dangers of lead, mount[ed] a campaign against
regulation of lead, and promot[ed] lead paint for interior use even
though defendants had known for nearly a century that such a use of
lead paint was hazardous to human beings.”
Cal.App.4th at 306.

Santa Clara I, 137

But having secured reversal on that theory,

Plaintiffs switched their trial theory to claim public nuisance liability
based on conduct indistinguishable from, or insufficient to establish,
product liability.
substantial

(30RT/4468-69; 35RT/5366-67)

evidence

Fuller:

(a) concealed

There is no

lead’s

dangers;

(b) campaigned against its regulation; or (c) promoted lead for interior
residential use with a century’s worth of knowledge “that such a use
of lead paint” would cause a public health hazard.
The trial court applied an incorrect and unconstitutional
promotion standard, and the evidence was insufficient to meet the
correct standard. This is an independent reason why the trial court
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was required to grant ConAgra’s motion to vacate, and why this Court
should direct judgment for ConAgra.
3.

There Is No Substantial Evidence Of Causation
a.

Plaintiffs Failed To Prove Wrongful Fuller
Conduct Was A Substantial Factor

Plaintiffs bore the burden to prove wrongful Fuller promotion
caused a public nuisance in each of the Jurisdictions. In re Firearm
Cases, 126 Cal.App.4th 959, 989 (2005). Thus, the trial court ruled
Plaintiffs must meet the “substantial factor” test.

(40AA/11445;

accord Dep’t of Fish & Game v. Superior Court, 197 Cal.App.4th
1323, 1352 (2011); CACI 2020) The evidence is insufficient.
A defendant’s conduct is not a substantial factor in bringing
about harm if the harm would have been sustained even without that
defendant’s conduct.

See Viner v. Sweet, 30 Cal.4th 1232, 1240

(2003). Thus, Plaintiffs had to prove a public nuisance would not
have resulted in each Jurisdiction but for wrongful Fuller promotion.
See id. There were 691 paint manufacturers in California from 19101947, and thousands of paint retailers, most of whom made or sold
lead paint. (45RT/6644-46) However one defines the wrongful acts,
there is no evidence that if Fuller had not done those acts, there would
be a material difference in lead in California homes.
Plaintiffs presented no evidence showing how much lead paint
Fuller sold in any Jurisdiction for any period.

The lead paint

advertisements ostensibly placed by Fuller were limited in time and in
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number. There are only 37 ads for Fuller lead paint before 1921, and
all 37 were in San Diego, Los Angeles and Alameda Counties, and the
City

of

Oakland.

149AA/44132-39,

(148AA/43856-60,
44295,

44361;

43880-87,

44077-78;

150AA/44403-06,

44418-24,

44449) From 1940-1948, there are only 7 ads in evidence that purport
to be by Fuller for any paint even potentially containing lead, and all
but one were in San Diego, with the other in Santa Clara County.
(148AA/43967, 43970-75)
The chart below summarizes the Fuller ads in evidence for the
1920s and 1930s:
Jurisdiction

1920s Ads

1930s Ads

Los Angeles

22

2

Monterey

24

0

Oakland/Alameda

66

5

San Diego

45

7

San Francisco

50

5

San Mateo

15

0

Santa Clara

23

1

Solano County

15

0

Ventura

0

0

Setting aside that the ads in evidence are not the “promotion”
required in Santa Clara I, there is no connection between those ads
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and the liability for abatement of all lead hazards in all houses in the
Jurisdictions built at any time before 1981.7 87% of the pre-1981
homes in Santa Clara County were built after 1949 [180AA/53558],
with similar percentages of post-1949 homes in the other Jurisdictions
(180AA/53527

[Alameda-61%],

180AA/53536

[LA-66%],

180AA/53545 [Monterey-76%], 180AA/53563 [San Diego-79%],
180AA/53572 [San Francisco-30%], 180AA/53581 [Solano-78%],
180AA/53590 [San Mateo-74%], 180AA/53599 [Ventura-89%])
A comparison of the ads before 1940 to the number of homes
built in each Jurisdiction in that time frame further highlights the
failure of proof on causation. In Los Angeles, the most populous
county, there are about half a million houses built in 1939 or earlier
but there are only 24 Fuller ads between 1920 and 1940.
(191AA/56763) In Alameda County, where Fuller had the most ads
(71) between 1920 and 1940, there are over 121,000 houses built
before 1939. (191AA/56762)
Moreover, there is no evidence of how many people saw Fuller
ads, nor that anyone relied on them to apply lead paint to the inside of
any house. In fact, Plaintiffs stipulated they could not identify any
The ad numbers in this brief include only the ads that purport to be
placed by Fuller (as opposed to hardware store or lumber yard ads that
refer to Fuller paints). But even if the latter are considered, the
disconnect between the limited number and duration of the ads and
the sweepingly overbroad remedy shows the lack of causation proof.
7
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building that contained lead paint from a defendant. (78AA/22969)
Thus, Plaintiffs did not meet their burden to prove “but for” causation
as to even one of the 3.55 million homes that are subject to the
judgment.8
Plaintiffs instead proceeded on the theory they could establish
causation with respect to all pre-1981 homes as an indivisible group.
That theory was legally incorrect because the Supreme Court has
precluded requiring a party to clean up a hazard that its own wrongful
conduct did not create. See Connor v. Grasso, 41 Cal.2d 229, 232
(1953) (“Since Grosso did not act in concert with the other persons
dumping dirt on the Connor land, he cannot be required to pay for
removal of the dirt dumped by them.”). Because Plaintiffs did not
even attempt to prove that specified hazards resulted from wrongful
Fuller conduct, they failed to meet their burden to prove causation for
this reason as well.
But even setting aside the trial court’s error in treating all pre1981 homes as an indivisible group, Plaintiffs failed to meet their
burden to prove causation.

The substantial factor test requires

measuring all contributions to an identified harm to determine
Fuller’s conduct does not fit within the exception to but for
causation for independent concurrent causes, which applies only to an
independent cause that would have been sufficient by itself to bring
about the harm if other forces had not also operated at the same time.
See CACI 431; Viner, 30 Cal.4th at 1240 n.3.

8
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whether a defendant’s culpable conduct was a substantial factor in
that identified injury. See Doupnik v. G.M., 225 Cal.App.3d 849, 861
(1990) (“The substantial factor test directs the attention of the trier of
fact to the contribution which culpable conduct, among other causal
factors, makes to the injury for which recompense is sought.”). Apart
from the trial court’s error in defining the “injury” indivisibly as all
pre-1981 homes, one still cannot infer that wrongful Fuller conduct
was a substantial factor in that injury.
The limited number and duration of the Fuller ads in evidence,
the absence of evidence that anyone relied on Fuller’s ads, the myriad
others—including the government—that promoted lead paint at the
time, and the absence of proof of what lead paint hazards exist where,
makes it impossible to infer that wrongful Fuller conduct contributed
substantially to the alleged “injury.”
b.

The Lack Of Causal Nexus Violates The
Federal And State Constitutions

Federal and state due process and common law require
individualized determinations of liability. See Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541, 2560 (2011). The federal and state due
process clauses also prohibit a remedy that is grossly disproportionate
to a defendant’s conduct. Hans Rees’ Sons, Inc. v. N. Carolina ex rel.
Maxwell, 283 U.S. 123, 135-36 (1931) (striking tax remedy because it
was “out of all appropriate proportion to the business transacted by
the appellant in that state”); St. Louis, I. M. & S. Ry. Co. v. Williams,
251 U.S. 63, 66-67 (1919); Kaufman v. ACS Sys., Inc., 110
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Cal.App.4th 886, 922 (2003); BMW of N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S.
559, 581 & n.32 (1996).
Here, there is a complete disconnect between (1) the small
number and limited duration of the Fuller ads in evidence, and the
3.55 million pre-1981 homes that are subject to the judgment, and (2)
the imposition of a $1.15 billion deprivation of property on only three
out of thousands that promoted lead paint. The lack of individualized
determination and disproportionate liability violates the federal and
state due process clauses.
Tellingly, the trial court’s list of disputed trial issues did not
even mention causation. (138AA/40927-28) That is because there
was not even an attempt at trial to connect the alleged wrongful
conduct to the claimed liability. The trial court erroneously denied
ConAgra’s motion to vacate, and this Court should reverse with
directions to enter judgment for defendants.
4.

Plaintiffs Failed To Establish Abatability

This Court did not require Plaintiffs to allege defendants were
able to abate. Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 311 (“We decline to
hold the pleading insufficient for failing to explicitly allege that
defendants have the ability to abate the nuisance.”). But this Court
noted a public nuisance injunction must be capable of being satisfied.
Id. at 310. Subsequently, the Rhode Island Supreme Court reversed a
public nuisance judgment against lead paint manufacturers on the
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basis they lacked the ability to abate because they do not control the
subject homes. See Lead Indus. Ass’n, 951 A.2d at 449-50; In re Lead
Paint Litig., 924 A.2d 484, 499 (N.J. 2007) (NJ appellate court enters
judgment for lead paint manufacturers on ground control of properties
is required element of public nuisance claim).

Similarly here,

defendants lack the ability to abate lead in private homes.
The ability to abate element also requires consideration of the
cost of the proposed abatement.

“‘[A]batable’ means that the

nuisance can be remedied at a reasonable cost by reasonable means.”
Mangini v. Aerojet-Gen. Corp., 12 Cal.4th 1087, 1103 (1996)
(“Mangini II”). In Mangini II, property owners sued a former lessee
for contaminating property.

The evidence showed “contaminants

were found but the extent of contamination and viability of
remediation are unknown. In the words of plaintiffs’ expert: ‘[T]he
heart of the situation is there’s not enough known about the site yet to
assess what remedial measures need to be done or can be done out
there effectively.’”

Id. at 1097.

Plaintiffs’ expert testified

remediation could cost $20 million or as much as $75 million. Id. at
1095.

The Supreme Court held, “[t]he result of the uncertainty

regarding the extent of contamination is that it is uncertain whether
the nuisance is abatable…. We have no idea how much it would cost
but know only that it would cost unascertainable millions of dollars.”
Id. at 1103.
Mangini II was a statute of limitations case and the Court noted
it was not deciding whether a timely plaintiff is required to prove the
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nuisance is abatable. Id. at 1090. But the Court’s reasoning suggests
that where abatement cannot be accomplished by reasonable methods
and at reasonable expense, a nuisance claim should be rejected.
Similar to Mangini II, Plaintiffs failed to establish the Plan will
succeed in abating the alleged nuisance by reasonable means at
reasonable cost. It is sheer speculation whether the $1.15 billion
judgment will impact BLLs. On one hand, under existing laws, those
levels have dropped dramatically and continue to fall. (33RT/491921)

On the other, it is speculation how many homeowners will

participate in the Plan. For abatement to occur, homeowners must (1)
become aware of the program, (2) contact the plan administrator, and
(3) allow officials to: (a) enter their homes; (b) inspect; and (c) abate.
(See 138AA/41047-50)

Not only is it unknown how many

homeowners will participate, but it is also speculative whether any
resulting abatement will impact BLLs in light of their already reduced
levels and other environmental lead sources.
Moreover, the Plan’s cost is extraordinary—$1.15 billion.
(138AA/41026-27) Mangini II was concerned that $20 to $75 million
was unreasonable. The Plan’s cost dwarfs those numbers.
The cost also is unreasonable in relation to Fuller’s conduct.
The court imposed a $1.15 billion judgment without proof that
wrongful Fuller promotion was a substantial factor in the placement
of lead paint inside any of the subject homes. This is not a reasonable
cost in relation to Fuller’s conduct.
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Plaintiffs’ failure to prove abatability is an independent reason
why ConAgra is entitled to judgment.
B.

Laches Bars Plaintiffs’ Claim Against ConAgra
1.

Because Plaintiffs Did Not Sue ConAgra Until
Decades After Fuller Stopped Selling Interior Lead
Paint And Decades After Hunt Sold Fuller’s Paint
Business To O’Brien, ConAgra Had No Fuller
Documents Or Witnesses To Defend Itself

Fuller stopped selling interior residential lead paint prior to
1948, O’Brien purchased the Fuller paint business in 1967, the Hunt
subsidiary that had held that business (WPFPC) dissolved under
Delaware law in 1968, and the time to bring suit against that dissolved
corporation expired in 1971. (See pp. 49-51, infra) Yet, Plaintiffs did
not sue ConAgra until 2001, long after the Fuller paint business
departed to O’Brien. (2AA/134-35)
This left ConAgra without any documents or witnesses to
defend itself. It was sheer guesswork how much lead paint Fuller had
sold in any Jurisdiction [191AA/56797-801], or whether there was
any connection between the current alleged public nuisance and
anything Fuller did decades earlier.
The doctrine of laches bars suit when the plaintiff has
unreasonably delayed in filing suit and the delay prejudices the
defendant. City & Cnty. of San Francisco v. Pacello, 85 Cal.App.3d
637, 644 (1978). Plaintiffs sued more than half a century after the
conduct they challenged [2AA/134-35], so their delay was
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unreasonable. ConAgra was prejudiced because it had no documents
or witnesses to defend itself.

Apart from a perfunctory ASOD

sentence that merely gave lip service to the issues of delay and
prejudice, the trial court rejected laches on the incorrect legal
conclusion that laches did not apply to a public nuisance action.
(138AA/41001) Because the court was wrong on that question of law,
ConAgra is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
Whether “laches can be used against a public agency is a
question of law.” City & Cnty. of San Francisco v. Ballard, 136
Cal.App.4th 381, 392 (2006). The Court of Appeal is “not bound by
evidence on the question presented below or by the lower court’s
interpretation.” Id. (quotation omitted).
2.

The Nuisance Is Permanent, So Laches Applies

Courts distinguish between a permanent nuisance—to which a
laches or statute of limitations defense lies—or a continuing nuisance,
which is not time barred. See Mangini v. Aerojet-Gen. Corp., 230
Cal.App.3d 1125, 1143 (1991) (“Mangini I”).9

The distinction

between a permanent nuisance, to which laches applies, and a
continuing nuisance turns on whether the nuisance is reasonably
abatable. “[I]t would be a rare case in which an alleged nuisance
Thus, cases hold that the doctrine of laches does not bar an action
for a continuing nuisance. See Strong v. Sullivan, 180 Cal. 331, 334
(1919); Wade v. Campbell, 200 Cal.App.2d 54, 61 (1962); Williams v.
Blue Bird Laundry Co., 85 Cal.App. 388, 395 (1927).
9
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could not be abated were countervailing considerations (such as
expense, time, and legitimate competing interests) disregarded. Thus,
for example, in a strictly literal sense even a nuisance represented by
an encroaching building or an underlying public utility pipeline might
be discontinued or abated, ‘at any time,’ by tearing down the building
or digging up the pipeline. But as Spaulding [v. Cameron, 38 Cal.2d
265, 268 (1952)] makes clear, it was for just such situations that the
concept of permanent nuisance, as an exception to the preexisting rule
that all nuisances should be treated as abatable and thus continuing,
was developed….”

Mangini II, 12 Cal.4th at 1100 (quotation

omitted).
In rejecting laches, the trial court stated the nuisance was
“ongoing.” (138AA/41001) But it failed to discuss the key timeliness
issue identified in Mangini I and Mangini II—whether the nuisance is
abatable by reasonable means at reasonable cost. As discussed [pp.
37-39, supra], the alleged nuisance here will not be abated by
reasonable means and at reasonable cost. Therefore, it is a permanent
nuisance, and laches bars the action. See Mangini II, 12 Cal.4th at
1100-03 (holding nuisance claim time barred).
3.

Civil Code Section 3490 Does Not Apply

The trial court also found Civil Code section 3490 barred
application of laches. (138AA/41001) The text is to the contrary.
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A public nuisance is anything which is “injurious to health,”
“indecent,” “offensive to the senses,” “obstruct[s] the free use of
property,” or “unlawfully obstructs” rivers or streets and that affects
an entire community. Civ. Code §§ 3479-3480. Section 3490 states:
“No lapse of time can legalize a public nuisance, amounting to an
actual obstruction of public right.” (Emphasis added)
Thus, section 3490 applies only when (a) there is an attempt to
legalize a public nuisance, and (b) the public nuisance amounts to an
actual obstruction of a public right. See Hunt v. Superior Court, 21
Cal.4th 984, 1000 (1999) (“In determining [legislative] intent, we look
first to the words of the statute, giving the language its usual, ordinary
meaning.”); Briggs v. Eden Council for Hope & Opportunity, 19
Cal.4th 1106, 1117-18 (1999) (“Courts should give meaning to every
word of a statute if possible, and should avoid a construction making
any word surplusage.”) (quotation omitted).
The ordinary meaning of “legalize” is to make conduct that was
unlawful, lawful to commit in the future. The ordinary meaning of
“actual obstruction” is a genuine barrier. “[A] public right is the right
to a public good, such as ‘an indivisible resource shared by the public
at large, like air, water, or public rights of way.’” Lead Indus. Ass’n,
951 A.2d at 448 (citation omitted).10

The Rhode Island Supreme Court held lead paint manufacturers had
not interfered with a “public right.” It quoted a law professor:
10

Continued on next page.
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Consistent with the terms “legalize,” “actual obstruction” and
“public right,” California cases have applied section 3490 to foreclose
parties from claiming a right to continue to engage in conduct that in
fact raises a barrier to the public’s right in public waterways, public
works or other public property. Thus, the Supreme Court rejected a
mining company’s claim that it had a right to continue discharging
hydraulic mine debris into a navigable river because the company had
done so without complaint for eight years. People v. Gold Run Ditch
& Mining Co., 66 Cal. 138, 152 (1884) (“[I]t is sufficient to say that a
right to continue a public nuisance cannot be acquired by
prescription.”); see also City of Turlock v. Bristow, 103 Cal.App. 750,
756 (1930) (maintenance of polluted water in an irrigation ditch
obstructing its flow through city for more than 20 years did not give
rise to prescriptive rights or laches); Town of Cloverdale v. Smith, 128
Cal. 230, 235 (1900) (laches did not bar town’s action to enjoin
operation of a ditch that flooded town streets); Ex Parte Taylor, 87

Continued from previous page.
The manufacture and distribution of products rarely, if
ever, causes a violation of a public right as that term has
been understood in the law of public nuisance. Products
generally are purchased and used by individual
consumers, and any harm they cause—even if the use of
the product is widespread and the manufacturer’s or
distributor’s conduct is unreasonable—is not an
actionable violation of a public right. * * * The sheer
number of violations does not transform the harm from
individual injury to communal injury.
Lead Indus. Ass’n, 951 A.2d at 448 (quotation omitted).
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Cal. 91, 95 (1890) (defendant acquired no right by prescription to
maintain obstruction of a city sidewalk).
By contrast, the trial court did not cite a case in which section
3490 barred application of laches to a claim that a public nuisance
arose from long ceased conduct that allegedly impacts private homes.
(See 138AA/41001) The possible presence of lead paint inside homes
is not an actual obstruction of a public right. Nor does ConAgra seek
to use the lapse of time to “legalize” a nuisance—it does not claim
that lapse gives it a prescriptive right to continue to place lead paint
inside homes. In sum, section 3490 does not bar application of laches
here.
4.

Public Policy Further Supports Applying Laches

The trial court also ruled the health and safety of children was a
public policy that barred application of laches. (138AA/41001) It
again misapplied the law.
“[T]he doctrine of laches may apply to a government body if a
grave injustice would be done if [laches] were not applied, and it did
not appear that use of the doctrine would defeat any strong public
policy or result in the indirect enforcement of an illegal contract.”
Ballard, 136 Cal.App.4th at 392 (quotation omitted); see also City of
Long Beach v. Mansell, 3 Cal.3d 462, 496-97 (1970) (strong
environmental protection policy insufficient to bar laches).

“[A]

weighing process [must be undertaken to] ascertain whether the
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injustice to be avoided [is] sufficient to counterbalance the effect of
the defense upon a public interest.” Pacello, 85 Cal.App.3d at 646.
Here, the Legislature studied the public policies posed by lead
and enacted laws that yielded a great public health victory—dramatic
reduction in childhood BLLs. (See Stat. 1986, ch. 481, § 2; Stat.
1991, ch. 799, § 3; see also 33RT/4921) Since those successful laws
balance competing policies, applying laches would further the policy
balance embodied in those lead mitigation laws—by avoiding the
judgment’s rewrite of the balance the Legislature struck.
That public policy does not preclude applying laches also
follows because Fuller’s conduct ceased decades ago.

Applying

laches does not raise the same public policy concerns as are posed by
enabling a wrongdoer to continue acts that threaten the public.
Not only would applying laches further public policy, but
failing to apply laches would be unjust. Because Plaintiffs’ claims
were so stale, evidence was scarce or non-existent relating to
(1) Hunt’s transfer of Fuller’s paint business to WPFPC or ensuing
sale of the Fuller paint business to O’Brien [see pp. 49-51, infra];
(2) whether Fuller sold lead paint for interior residential use at the
retail level in California [191AA/56809-10]; (3) how much lead paint
(if any) Fuller sold for interior residential use in the Jurisdictions
[191AA/56798-801]; (4) when (prior to 1948) Fuller stopped making
interior residential lead paint [191AA/56792-95, 56801]; (5) when it
started producing Pure Prepared Paint and when it started and stopped
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producing Pioneer White Lead Paint [191AA/56824-27]; or (6) its
knowledge gained from trade associations, medical journals, or
Pigeon [see pp. 17, supra].
There was zero quantitative information available as to Fuller’s
interior lead paint sales in the Jurisdictions, so it was sheer guesswork
as to how much (if any) Fuller lead paint is inside homes in the
Jurisdictions.

Successor liability likewise was guesswork.

By

contrast, two defendants that had documents and witnesses (ARCO
and DuPont) were exonerated. (138AA/41016-18)
These facts show the trial court erred in stating: “Defendants
have also shown no prejudice.

Any loss of evidence due to the

passage of time has resulted in greater prejudice to [Plaintiffs] than
Defendants.” (138AA/41001) This perfunctory statement nowhere
addressed the void in documents and witnesses that ConAgra faced
due to the staleness of the claim. ConAgra’s complete inability to
defend was prejudicial in the extreme.
Failure to apply laches is also unjust in another way. Even
though Fuller’s knowledge was no different from the public’s, the
judgment holds Fuller should have anticipated lead paint’s risks 100
years ago.

Yet, the judgment simultaneously holds that officials

charged with safeguarding public health had no duty to file suit until
2001. The statute of limitations begins to run on a tort claim based on
constructive knowledge of the claim. See Jolly v. Eli Lilly & Co., 44
Cal.3d 1103, 1110-11 (1988). If Fuller had sufficient “constructive
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knowledge” to permit liability, then Plaintiffs did as well and laches
should bar their suit. This rule is just because it holds the plaintiff to
the same standard as the defendant.
To reject laches, while finding the evidence sufficient, would be
particularly unjust because it would allow public nuisance law to
devour tort and other laws. Plaintiffs misused public nuisance law to
evade the facts that even the government thought lead paint harmless
when defendants acted, that lead paint was broadly used for reasons
that may not be laid at the feet of only three companies, and that the
Legislature successfully addressed this broad social issue through
laws that both spread and limit the cost. Plaintiffs sued far too late to
permit a reliable reconstruction of responsibility. If neither the abovediscussed substantive limits nor laches applies here, then any conduct
once thought benign that later is connected to a broader social issue—
from obesity, to climate change, to many other things—could be
challenged long after it has become impossible to connect specified
conduct to resulting harm.

Such an unbounded misuse of public

nuisance law would enable those who disagree with duly enacted laws
to bypass the democratic process and obtain a single judge’s
subjective opinion of what “should” be done with “more
contemporary knowledge.”
There is a simpler answer: laches bars the suit and entitles
ConAgra to judgment.
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C.

Plaintiffs Failed To Prove ConAgra Is Fuller’s Successor
This case presents an unsettled successor liability question that

is threshold to whether ConAgra belonged in the case at all.
Plaintiffs first alleged O’Brien was the successor to a lead paint
manufacturer. (2AA/5) Plaintiffs’ SAC added allegations clarifying
that O’Brien was Fuller’s alleged successor, while also adding
ConAgra as a second alleged successor to Fuller.

(2AA/142-43)

Plaintiffs attempted to meet their burden to prove successor liability
via a request for judicial notice (“RJN”) that purportedly showed a
merger between Hunt and Fuller in 1962, and 1968 and 1993 mergers
that yielded present day ConAgra. (86AA/25303-80) This evidence
failed to meet Plaintiff’s burden of proof because it did not address the
key issue: before the 1968 merger, O’Brien purchased Fuller’s paint
business. (123AA/36459)
Setting

aside

admissibility

issues

Plaintiffs

ignored

[87AA/25697-703], here is the most that can be inferred from the
evidence. In 1962, Hunt and Fuller merged. (86AA/25310-21) In
1964, Hunt established WPFPC as a wholly-owned subsidiary.
(147AA/43741-49) On December 9, 1964, minutes from a WPFPC
Directors Meeting state WPFPC accepted Fuller’s paint business,
including its liabilities: “R[esolved] that this Corporation accept the
proposal that [Hunt] transfer to this Corporation the inventories,
rights, credits, good will and other assets … of the business carried on
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by W.P. Fuller & Co., a Division of Hunt, subject to all of its
liabilities[.]” (123AA/36460-64) (emphasis added)
In 1967, Hunt sold Fuller’s paint business to O’Brien
[112AA/33092; 123AA/36459]. WPFPC then changed its name to
WPF, Inc., and WPF filed a certificate of dissolution in Delaware in
1968. (123AA/36459; 147AA/43755-61) Under Delaware law, any
claim against WPF had to be filed by three years after its dissolution,
i.e. by December 1971. See Del. Code tit. 8, § 278.
After Hunt sold the Fuller paint business, on July 17, 1968,
Hunt consolidated with the McCall and Canada Dry Corporations, to
become Norton Simon, Inc.

(86AA/25323-67)

In 1993, Norton

Simon merged into Beatrice, then into Hunt-Wesson. (86AA/2536971, 25373-75) In 1999, Hunt Wesson changed its name to ConAgra.
(86AA/25377)
Meanwhile, after its 1967 acquisition of the Fuller paint
business, O’Brien formed a new subsidiary, the Fuller-O’Brien
Corporation, which remained in the paint business. (123AA/36459;
134/AA39643-44; 149AA/44222; see also River Garden Farms, Inc.
v. Superior Court, 26 Cal.App.3d 986, 991 (1972))
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The following chart summarizes these events:
Pre-1948:
Fuller stops advertising interior
residential paint
1962: Fuller merges into Hunt
1964: Hunt transfers Fuller
paint business to WPFPC
1967:
O’Brien
acquires
Fuller
paint
business

1967-68: WPFPC changes name to
WPF then files certificate of
dissolution
1968: No longer operating paint
business, Hunt consolidates with
McCall and Canada Dry to form
Norton Simon

1967:
FullerO’Brien
continues
paint
business

2000:
Plaintiffs
sue
O’Brien
as
successor
to Fuller
paint
liabilities

December 1971: Time to bring
action against dissolved
WPFPC/WPF expires
1993: Norton Simon merges with
Beatrice, then into Hunt-Wesson
1999: Hunt-Wesson changes name
to ConAgra

“[A] party has the burden of proof as to each fact the existence
or nonexistence of which is essential to the claim for relief … he is
asserting.” Evid. Code § 500; Nat’l Council Against Health Fraud,
Inc. v. King Bio Pharms., Inc., 107 Cal.App.4th 1336, 1344 (2003)
(same).
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Here, Plaintiffs alleged and therefore bore the burden to prove
successor liability. They tried to bypass their burden by use of their
RJN of documents from the Delaware Secretary of State. But their
RJN did not address Hunt’s formation of a legally-distinct subsidiary,
WPFPC, that acquired the Fuller paint business. Because corporate
entities are presumed to have separate existences, a parent corporation
is not liable for the torts of its subsidiaries simply because of its
ownership of the subsidiary. Inst. of Veterinary Pathology, Inc. v.
California Health Labs., Inc., 116 Cal.App.3d 111, 119 (1981);
N. Natural Gas Co. v. Superior Court, 64 Cal.App.3d 983, 991
(1976). It “is the plaintiff’s burden to overcome the presumption of
the separate existence of the corporate entity.” Mid-Century Ins. Co.
v. Gardner, 9 Cal.App.4th 1205, 1212-13 (1992) (citation omitted);
see also Sonora Diamond Corp. v. Superior Court, 83 Cal.App.4th
523, 539 (2000).
Because O’Brien’s 1967 acquisition of the Fuller paint business
occurred before the 1968 Hunt merger that eventually yielded
ConAgra, the 1967 O’Brien acquisition severed any chain of
succession from Fuller to ConAgra. The trial court and Plaintiffs
never explained how ConAgra could be Fuller’s successor despite the
1967 sale to O’Brien.
Moreover, Delaware law bars suits against a dissolved
corporation more than three years after it files a certificate of
dissolution. Del. Code tit. 8, § 278; see also In re RegO Co., 623
A.2d 92, 96 (Del. Ch. 1992) (no suit for a defective product).
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Following the sale of the Fuller paint business to O’Brien, WPFPC
changed its name to WPF then filed a certificate of dissolution in
Delaware in 1968. (147AA/43755-59) To permit any claim after
1971 against ConAgra that rests on the theory that the paint liabilities
did not pass to Fuller-O’Brien would defeat the operation of this
statute as well.
The principles underlying successor liability also disfavor
liability here. Liability is imposed on a successor corporation under
the theory it benefits from the business’s continued operation. See
Ray v. Alad Corp., 19 Cal.3d 22, 31 (1977). This rule is based on the
concept that such a buyer enjoys the good will of the seller, continues
to profit from the products, and may assume the original company’s
risk-spreading role. See id. Similarly, it is equitable to allow a seller
to divest itself of its liabilities to a buyer “when a business or an entire
line of a business’ products is being sold.” SCM Corp. v. Berkel, Inc.,
73 Cal.App.3d 49, 57 (1977). The equitable rule also furthers the
policy of preventing future defective products, which is better served
by “deter[ring] the corporation which is still manufacturing that line
of products than the corporation which is no longer making them.” Id.
Successors simply “are in a better position to spread the loss among
other users of the same type of product, while [the seller] is no longer
in a position to do so.” Id.
These policies point to O’Brien, who acquired Fuller’s paint
business and then continued to sell paint using the Fuller name. These
policies do not favor imposing liability on ConAgra, which arose from
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1968 and 1993 mergers that took place after Hunt no longer operated
any paint business.
Any uncertainty as to successor liability is resolved against
Plaintiffs because (1) they bore the burden of proof, and (2) they did
not sue until long after the evidence of these corporate events had
dissipated. ConAgra is entitled to judgment.
D.

At A Minimum, ConAgra Is Entitled To A New Trial
1.

The Trial Court’s Remedy Rests On Errors Of Law
a.

The Nuisance Statute Precludes A Monetary
Award

The judgment violates this Court’s holding that the public
nuisance statute “does not grant a damages remedy,” and Plaintiffs
“may not avoid this rule by seeking damages in the form of the ‘costs
of the abatement.’”

Santa Clara I, 137 Cal.App.4th at 310-11

(quoting People ex rel. Van de Kamp v. Am. Art Enters., Inc., 33
Cal.3d 328, 333 n.11 (1983) and Cnty. Of San Luis Obispo v. Abalone
Alliance, 178 Cal.App.3d 848, 859-60 (1986)).
The trial court’s refusal to follow this Court’s direction against
a monetary remedy exacerbated its earlier error in denying defendants
a jury trial. (See NLOB/49-57, joined herein) The court compounded
those errors by ordering defendants to pay into a plan that provides no
judicial oversight, and no mechanism for return of unused funds to
defendants.

(See 138AA/41020-28, 41041-53)

monetary relief requires reversal.
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The award of

b.

The Judgment Usurps Legislative And
Executive Authority And Adds To The
Reversible Errors By Imposing A Receiver

In addition to violating the separation of powers doctrine
[SWOB/49-55], the Plan violates other statutes and regulations. For
example, the ASOD redefines actionable lead in house dust at far
lower levels than that in governing laws.11 (Compare 138AA/41021
n.21 with Code Regs. tit. 17, §§ 35022, 35035; Health & Safety Code
§ 17920.10)
The Plan also requires defendants to remove and replace or
enclose all lead painted windows, doors and floors, regardless of
condition.

(138AA/41025-26, 41049-50)

That conflicts with

regulations, which require remediation only for building components
that are “lead hazards” meaning “deteriorated lead-based paint or lead
contaminated dust.” Code Regs. tit. 17, § 35037; Health & Safety
Code § 105255(c).

Additionally, existing state standards allow

interim controls, such as rehanging doors and windows to prevent
friction, removing and repainting deteriorated paint, and use of
abrasion resistant paints on floors as alternatives to removal and
replacement.

(46RT/6784-97)

Housing and Urban Development

The trial court defines an actionable level of lead in dust on floors
as 10 µg/ft², and for interior window sills as 100 µg/ft².
(138AA/41021) This conflicts with California regulations, which
define “lead-contaminated” dust on floors as levels in excess of 40
µg/ft², and on interior horizontal surfaces as 250 µg/ft². Code Regs.
tit. 17, § 35035.
11
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guidelines prohibit the use of lead funds to replace a window unless it
constitutes a lead hazard. (170AA/50634-35) The court may not
“insist upon absolutes [the] agencies do not require.” Capogeannis v.
Superior Court, 12 Cal.App.4th 668, 683 (1993).
In addition to requiring remediation in conflict with existing
standards, the Plan requires defendants to repair “building
deficiencies” such as leaky roofs that could cause remediation to fail.
(138AA/41021)

All of this confers a huge windfall on property

owners who have failed to comply with established laws, and
drastically increases the costs imposed on defendants. Adjustment of
the Plan to require remediation to levels specified in established laws
and regulations (e.g. allowing treatment of windows, doors and floors
instead of requiring their replacement) would reduce the cost
significantly.
The trial court violated the democratic principle that a judge
must enforce the laws as written, rather than substitute a subjective
view of what “should” be done. See Code Civ. Proc. § 1858 (“In the
construction of a statute or instrument, the office of the Judge is
simply to ascertain and declare what is in terms or in substance
contained therein, not to insert what has been omitted or to omit what
has been inserted”); Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Nature of the Judicial
Process 141 (1921) (“The judge … is not to innovate at pleasure. He
is not a knight-errant roaming at will in pursuit of his own ideal of
beauty or goodness….”).
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The judgment also violates state laws that reserve to the
legislative and executive branches the exclusive right to appropriate
and control the handling of state funds.

All money in any state

agency’s possession is considered “state money,” and the court may
not direct how that money is to be spent. Gov’t Code § 16305.2. All
“state money” must be deposited into the Treasury. See Gov’t Code
§§ 16305.3, 16305.9. “Money may be drawn from the Treasury only
through an appropriation made by law and upon a Controller's duly
drawn warrant.” Const. Art. XVI, § 7. A court cannot order a state
agency to appropriate funds.

Cnty. of San Diego v. State of

California, 164 Cal.App.4th 580, 594 (2008); Butt v. State of
California, 4 Cal.4th 668, 698 (1992).
In violation of these laws, the judgment orders a non-party state
agency to create a special fund and administer it—all without
legislative authority. (138AA/41027-28, 41051-52) Additionally, the
CLPPB has no authority to open a bank account for the $1.15 billion
fund; it may maintain bank accounts only for limited, day-to-day petty
cash. Gov’t Code § 16305.1.
To try to rescue the judgment, Plaintiffs moved to modify it,
arguing “it appears that the Court intended to appoint the State as
receiver to administer the abatement fund-rather than to award the
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funds to the State itself.”

(135AA/40108)

While this confessed

error,12 Plaintiffs’ proposed receivership raised new violations.
As noted in City and County of San Francisco v. Daley, 16
Cal.App.4th 734 (1993), “the appointment of a receiver is a drastic
remedy to be employed only in exceptional circumstances.”
Defendants were entitled to a hearing.

Id. at 744.

See Cal. R.

Ct. 3.1177; Cohen v. Herbert, 186 Cal.App.2d 488, 495 (1960) (“So
serious a matter as the appointment of a receiver should not be made
without a full and complete hearing….”). Yet no evidentiary hearing
on receivership was held in this case.
Further, the State does not meet the requirements for a receiver.
A “receiver” is (1) an “agent of the court and not of any party”; (2) is
required to be “neutral”; (3) must act for the benefit of all who may
have an interest in the receivership property; and (4) holds assets for
the court and not for the plaintiff or the defendant. Cal. R. Ct. 3.1179;
see Gill v. Rich, 128 Cal.App.4th 1254, 1267 (2005). A receiver may
not be a “party, or attorney of a party, or person interested in an
action” unless the parties consent. Civ. Proc. Code § 566. The state
and federal Due Process Clauses also require the receiver to be
impartial. See Haas v. Cnty. of San Bernardino, 27 Cal.4th 1017,
1025 (2002); Sommerfield v. Helmick, 57 Cal.App.4th 315, 320
The imposition of a receivership was not a “clarification” of the
judgment, but was a new proposal with more reversible errors.
12
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(1997). A receiver is a fiduciary, who acts for the benefit of all who
hold interest in a property. City of Chula Vista v. Gutierrez, 207
Cal.App.4th 681, 685 (2012).
The State and its agency, the CLPPB, have an interest in lead
paint remediation and owe duties to their constituents. They are not
impartial and cannot fulfill their duties to act “for the benefit of all
who may have an interest in the receivership property.”13
Furthermore, a receiver must be under the control of the Court.
See id. (“[A] receiver is an agent and officer of the court, and is under
the control and supervision of the court….”); Civ. Proc. Code § 568;
Cal. R. Ct. 3.1179. Because the CLPPB is a state agency, it is part of
the executive branch, and thus cannot serve as a receiver. (See p. 57)
In sum, the remedy oversteps the trial court’s authority, and its
receivership added further reversible errors.
2.

Trial Errors Yielded An Unfair Trial

The trial court accepted wholesale the truth of hearsay as to
what Fuller did more than 70 years ago. (See pp. 26-27 n.5, 29-30,
supra)

It applied incorrect hindsight and constructive knowledge

standards. (See pp. 19-21, supra)
The Jurisdictions are obviously “interested parties” and equally
unable to be a receiver.
13
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The court committed another reversible error when it arbitrarily
forbade all recross-examination.

(25RT/3792)

This let Plaintiffs

present evidence on re-direct examination that defendants could not
confront. (31RT/4691; see 30RT/4504-05; 37RT/5584)
Evidence Code sections 772 and 773 contemplate that redirect
examination is subject to recross. There is a federal and state due
process right to cross-examine adverse evidence. See Fost v. Superior
Court, 80 Cal.App.4th 724, 733 & n.4 (2000); Monroy v. City of Los
Angeles, 164 Cal.App.4th 248, 267 (2008); McCarthy v. Mobile
Cranes, Inc., 199 Cal.App.2d 500, 506-08 (1962).
Although a trial court has discretion to control examination, the
court here did not exercise its discretion.

Instead, it arbitrarily

prohibited all recross-examination of all witnesses, irrespective of the
duration, content, or importance of the witnesses’ testimony. This
situation thus mirrors Grundy Cnty. Nat’l Bank v. Myre, 34 Ill.App.3d
287 (Ill. App. Ct. 1975), where the court, articulating principles that
also apply in California, stated “[t]his case must be distinguished from
those where the [trial] court is alleged to have acted in abuse of its
discretion in limiting the scope of recross; here the court refused to
exercise any discretion at all.” Id. at 289; accord, e.g., United States
v. Baker, 10 F.3d 1374, 1404 (9th Cir. 1993) (reversing prohibition of
recross-examination, because “allowing recross is within the sound
discretion of the trial court except where new matter is elicited on
direct examination”) (disapproved on another ground in United States
v. Nordby, 225 F.3d 1053, 1059 (9th Cir. 2000)).
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Plaintiffs’ case against ConAgra was weak on every element—
from “promotion,” to knowledge, to causation, and as to whether a
$1.15 billion Plan was warranted. The trial court’s prohibition on
recross combined with its reliance on hearsay meant defendants could
not confront much of what little evidence there was on the disputed
points on which a $1.15 billion deprivation of property rests.14 These
errors were prejudicial and violated federal and state due process
limits.

Other prejudicial errors and due process violations are

discussed at SWOB/44-48, 56-59.

If the Court does not enter

judgment for defendants, a new trial is warranted.
E.

Joinder In Briefs Of Co-Appellants
ConAgra joins in and incorporates all common grounds in the

briefs of NL and SW.

In addition to funneling inadmissible hearsay through experts [see
pp. 21-22, 26-27 n.5, 29-30 supra], the trial court admitted
“government documents” (like exhibits P8, P17, P18, P19, and P253)
into evidence for all purposes over objection and without proof of the
foundation that Evidence Code section 1280 requires. (27RT/3976)
For example, trial exhibit P18 (“NTP Monograph On Health Effects
Of Low-Level Lead”) is a compilation of papers from government and
non-government sources that includes multiple levels of hearsay
opinions that defendants could not cross-examine. (174AA/51686861) In the ASOD, the trial court credits the truth of the matter
asserted in these hearsay opinions to find “[l]ead paint accounts for at
least 70% of childhood lead poisoning and is the dominant cause of
lead poisoning of children living in older homes.” (138AA/40938)
The court similarly relied on inadmissible hearsay in P18 and P19 as
proof that “low levels of lead exposure have severe health
consequences….” (138AA/40934) These points were disputed
[24RT/3641-43; 26RT/3834-37] and were crucial to assessing the
extent of the lead problem, which was critical to decide whether a
public nuisance existed, and if so, whether it was abatable.
14
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VI.

CONCLUSION

The trial court departed from this Court's specification of the
requirements for representative public nuisance liability and a
permissible remedy.

It substituted a single judge's view of what

"should" be done for the Legislature's proven measures. The
judgment rests on incorrect legal standards, insufficient evidence and
evidentiary errors, and violates federal and state constitutional due
process and separation of powers limits. The Court should reverse
with directions to enter judgment for ConAgra.

Alternatively, the

Court should order a new trial.
DATED: September 15, 2014.
REED SMITH LLP
SKADDEN, ARPS, SLATE,
MEAGHER & FLOM LLP
McGRATH NORTH MULLIN
& KRATZ, P.C., L.L.O.
By~~~nP~~;-~~~~~

Raymo
Attome s for Defendant and
Appellant ConAgra Grocery
Products Company
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CERTIFICATION OF WORD COUNT PURSUANT TO
CALIFORNIA RULES OF COURT, RULE 8.204(C)(l)
I, Margaret M. Grignon, declare and state as follows:
1.
The facts set forth herein below are personally known to
me, and I have first hand knowledge thereof. If called upon to do so, I
could and would testify competently thereto under oath.
2.
I am one of the appellate attorneys principally
responsible for the preparation of the Appellant's Opening Brief in
this case.
3.
The Appellant's Opening Brief was produced on a
computer, using the word processing program Microsoft Word 2010.
4.
According to the Word Count feature of Microsoft Word
2010, the Appellant's Opening Brief contains 13,878 words, including
footnotes, but not including the table of contents, table of authorities,
and this Certification.
5.
Accordingly, the Appellant's Opening Brief complies
with the requirement set forth in Rule 8.204(c )(1 ), that a brief
produced on a computer must not exceed 13,868 words, including
footnotes.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the forgoing is true and
correct and that this declaration is executed on September 15, 2014, at
Los Angeles, California.
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